WHERE IS PALESTINE?

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Farwaniya municipality carried out a campaign on restaurants and stores in the Arab area Al-Dhaheri and Al-Shahaniya resulting in issuing 33 tickets for violations that caused Between dealing with items with nutritional value, dealing with items without nutritional value, displaying food items outside store limits.

Meanwhile, Farwaniya municipality also sent 11 food samples to Health Ministry laboratories to make sure they are fit for human consumption. Director of inspections and services -follow-up classer Al-Hashash said 2,235 signs and ads from streets were removed during a recent campaign. He added that 50 stores were inspected, 11 citations were issued, two violations were settled with the payment of KD 200 while nine were not settled.

In the meanwhile, Capital municipality carried out a campaign during which inspectors discovered 10 grocery stores operating in residential area illegally, in addition to four motorbikes used to sell ice cream without a license.

Municipality raids Khaitan, Jleeb stores

By Muna Al-Fuzai

KUWAIT: A farwaniya municipality officer entered the residence of a resident of Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem. The meeting called for the United Nations and the global community to stand firm against any move. Ghanem urged Arab lawmakers and politicians to bring up the topic at upcoming international meetings.

The report pointed out that the current situation necessitates taking immediate action and mobilizing the Arab community to support the Palestinian people, merely because we are unable to come to their aid. We cannot give up on all other forms of support for the Palestinian people. It is an important message to Israel that Al-Aqsa Mosque is an important site to the Islamic people everywhere and it is a red line and must not be breached. This cannot be achieved on the ground, especially under the conditions of violence and threats of Israeli forces.

The report pointed out that the current situation does not only have to do with observation of religious rites, but also with the desire of Palestinian people to return to their roots and therefore it is not important to them how many obstacles are put to block this move. Ghanem returned to Kuwait yesterday after concluding his participation at an extraordinary meeting for the Arab League.
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